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BACKGROUND TO AXIOMETRICS® 

Every person in the world is unique. We all have certain innate or inborn skills and aptitudes but we also 
develop different attitudes, beliefs, likes, dislikes, prejudices, and biases. These are our values, and our 
values affect our thinking. In turn, our thinking influences how we make decisions, solve problems, process 
information, and ultimately, how we behave. 

Each one of us has strengths that belong uniquely to us, along with blockers that can interfere with our 
ability to use our strengths. Our challenge and opportunity in life is to translate our strengths into talent 
and to find ways to use our talent. We have researched high and low performers in many companies. What 
we find is that talent does not guarantee success but it can certainly help. What we also find is that people 
who are successful are good at being themselves while knowing what their strengths and blockers are and 
how to manage them. 

Axiometrics® is a scientific, objective, and reliable way of measuring our ability to value. It identifies our 
unique strengths and the blockers that may be interfering with our areas of strength. In other words, it tells 
us "why" we do what we do. 

How will the Axiometrics® Employability Guide help you? 

The Employability Guide identifies your job related strengths and development areas. It highlights your 
attitudes, your problem solving ability, your self-image, and what motivates you. 

You can use it to prepare yourself for interviews and work. It not only identifies your thinking talent and 
how it will benefit an employer but it will tell you what may trip you up so you can work to improve it. The 
Employability Guide provides you with an in-depth insight into your thinking and decision making ability. 
Importantly, the guide will identify not only your strengths, but the areas where your thinking and decision 
making is vulnerable. It will examine the level of risk this poses to you in specific situations and 
circumstances, will indicate the potential effects on you, and will highlight the areas you may need to focus 
on. 

The guide includes in-depth questions and comments that an interviewer might like to explore with you 
based on your report. This provides you with an opportunity to answer questions about your levels of risk 
and consider how to address them so that you can improve your prospects of employment. 

You will see that the report contains codes against the different areas of risk - e.g. MGT-4B. Should you 
want to work with a coach on any of these areas, the codes will help us meet your specific needs. 
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Communication Style: Personal Proactive

Learning Style: Feeler Thinker (Affiliative, Concept)

SUMMARY OF STRENGTHS AND VULNERABILITIES AFFECTING PERFORMANCE 

The overview below indicates the effect of how you think, make decisions, process information and take 
actions on your performance. Key areas that are highlighted in this section include Attitudes, Problem 
Solving, Self Image, Motivators, and Stressors. In some instances, you may notice that a key area is not 
listed. This simply indicates that your value talent measurements are not significantly affecting that area. 

ATTITUDES:
• Individualist, covertly does things their own way
• Optimistic about self and world
• Optimistic, positive attitude toward others
• Cautious, hesitant attitude toward getting things done

PROBLEM SOLVING:
• Practical Problem Solver
• Good intuitive insights, 'gut instincts'
• Excellent, analytical, conceptual thinking and organizing

SELF IMAGE:
• Doubts and questions about the future
• No fear of failure or success
• May not see their mistakes

MOTIVATORS:
• Status, recognition

STRESSORS:
• Anxiety about how others see and value them
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GLOBAL GRAPH 
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Everyone is unique and will demonstrate a range of strengths as well as levels of risk. The table below 
explains what the levels of risk mean. 

Low Risk - Excellent ability to utilize the capacity and translate the talent into decisions; reduces the potential 
for errors and mistakes.

8.8 to 10.0

Situational Risk - Very good ability to utilize the capacity especially in well-defined areas; however, there are 
specific situations that can interfere with the translation into decisions.

8.5 to 8.79

Conditional Risk - Limited access to the capacity indicating actual conditions that will increase the potential for 
mistakes and errors and restrict the transfer into decisions.

8.2 to 8.49

Real Risk - Restricted access to the capacity indicating the ability is consistently unavailable and individuals are 
subject to mistakes and errors in judgment.

6.0 to 8.19

The Global Graph gives you an overview of your strengths and your levels of risk, i.e. the areas in which you 
may be vulnerable and may need to focus. The table below provides you with an explanation for each of 
the lettered columns in the graph. 

A) Relating With Others (Situational Risk) - Measures the ability to see, understand and relate with customers in an objective, 
unbiased manner.

B) Communicating With Others (Situational Risk) - Measures the ability to listen to customers, evaluate what is important and 
respond effectively.

C) Handling Customer Rejection (Low Risk) - Measures the ability to maintain a strong sense of inner self worth regardless of 
circumstances.

D) Job Related Attitudes (Situational Risk) - Measures the ability to work within the organizational guidelines, policies and 
procedures to get things done.

E) Problem Solving Capacity (Low Risk) - Measures the ability to identify potential customer problems and generate effective 
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F) Personal Work Attitudes (Real Risk) - Measures the ability to feel a sense of purpose and satisfaction in one's work.
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PRIORITISED CORE STRENGTHS 
1) Overall Problem Solving: (Problem Solving Capacity)-Low Risk
Excellent capacity for identifying the crucial issues in complex and confusing situations.

2) Common Sense Thinking: (Problem Solving Capacity)-Low Risk
Excellent ability to see and understand how to get things done in a practical, common sense way.

3) Attitude Toward Customers: (Relating With Customers)-Low Risk
Dynamic, optimistic attitude toward others lead them to see be concerned about, attentive to and available 
to others.

4) Self Confidence: (Handling Customer Rejection)-Low Risk
Strong sense of confidence in social and role image and attention to the importance of status and 
recognition.

5) Role Satisfaction: (Personal Work Attitudes)-Low Risk
Combination of confidence about their ability to perform and an urgency to push ahead and get things 
done.

6) Intuitive Insight: (Problem Solving Capacity)-Low Risk
Very Good ability for relying on intuitive insight and inner 'gut' feelings for identifying and solving problems.

7) Developing A Good Response: (Communicating With Customers)-Low Risk
Ability to understand and pay attention to making certain their responses have a positive consequence.

8) Self Assessment: (Handling Customer Rejection)-Low Risk
Knowledge of what thy can do and what can be done gives them a sense of contribution as well 
satisfaction.

PRIORITISED DEVELOPMENT COMMENTS 
1) Persistence: (Personal Work Attitudes)-Real Risk/SRV-29B
Holding pattern concerning the future can generate difficulty setting and following through with goals.

2) Health/Tension Index: (Personal Work Attitudes)-Real Risk/SRV-28B
Lack of focus, uncertainty and indecisiveness can generate anxiety, frustration and despair.

3) Attitude Toward Authority: (Job Related Attitudes)-Conditional Risk/SRV-20C
Strong individualism will lead them to covertly or overtly challenge or disregard existing rules and authority.

4) Valuing Future Business: (Relating With Customers)-Conditional Risk/SRV-4B
Strong insistence that things need to be according to a preset strategy can limit options for the future.
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PREPARING FOR INTERVIEW 

Imagine you are preparing for an interview with a potential employer. Your profile has given you a lot of 
information about your strengths and where you have excellent and very high potential. It has also 
identified your development areas. 

The following section focuses specifically on areas which have been highlighted as being of potential risk. If 
the person interviewing you had access to your report, they would want to ask you questions about these 
risks and explore whether they are a barrier to employing you. 

Read the statements carefully and prepare answers that address each potential concern. It is always helpful 
if you can give specific examples that demonstrate you are aware of these risks and how you can – or 
occasions when you have - overcome them. 

Prepare a response so you are ready for the question, "What do you know about this company?" Know the 
interviewer's name and use it during the job interview. If you're not sure of the name, call and ask prior to 
the interview. Try to relate what you know about the company when answering questions. 

Get Ready 
Make sure your interview attire is neat, tidy and appropriate for the type of firm you are interviewing with. 
Bring a nice portfolio with copies of your CV. Include a pen and paper for note taking. Be on time for the 
interview. On time means five to ten minutes early. If need be, take some time to drive to the interview 
location ahead of time so you know exactly where you are going and how long it will take to get there. 

Stay Calm 
During the job interview try to relax and stay as calm possible. Take a moment to regroup. Maintain eye 
contact with the interviewer. Listen to the entire question before you answer and pay attention - you will 
be embarrassed if you forget the question! 

Show What You Know 
Try to relate what you know about the company when answering questions. When discussing your 
accomplishments match them to what the company is looking for. 

Follow Up 
Always follow-up with a thank you note reiterating your interest in the position. If you interview with 
multiple people send each one a personal thank you note. Send your thank you note (email is fine) within 
24 hours of your interview. 
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PRIORITISED INTERVIEW NOTES 

1) Persistence: (Personal Work Attitudes)-Real Risk/SRV-29B
Their doubts about which direction is best can leave them indecisive and inconsistent in their 
commitments. Find out what they expect from your job and what they are willing to do to work in your 
organization.

2) Health/Tension Index: (Personal Work Attitudes)-Real Risk/SRV-28B
They tend to have difficulty adapting when decisions and priorities do not match their expectations and to 
look for ways to get out of the stress even if they must make a mistake or refuse to take action.

3) Attitude Toward Authority: (Job Related Attitudes)-Conditional Risk/SRV-20C
They tend to disregard rules, norms, and conventions about how things should be done and do things their 
own way regardless of consequences. Test their ability to accept ideas and ways of doing things other than 
their own.

4) Valuing Future Business: (Relating With Customers)-Conditional Risk/SRV-4B
They have preset ideas and define customer problems by their prescribed solutions leading them to be 
critical and impatient when things do not work as they expect. Use confrontational tactics to test their 
willingness to listen to customers.

You will see that the report contains codes against the different areas of risk - e.g. MGT-4B. Should you 
want to work with a coach on any of these areas, the codes will help us meet your specific needs. 
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SERVICE CAPACITIES - Chart 1 

Capacity Low Risk
Situational

Risk
Conditional

Risk
Real Risk

Relating With Others

- Attitude Toward Others ü
- Prejudice/Bias Index ü
- Reading Customer Needs ü
- Valuing Future Business ü
- Patience With Customers ü

Communicating With Others

- Listening To Customers ü
- Evaluating What Is Said ü
- Developing A Response ü
- Talking At The Right Time ü
- Understanding Attitudes ü

Handling Customer Rejection

- Self Esteem ü
- Self Assessment ü
- Self Confidence ü
- Self Control ü
- Sensitivity To Others ü
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SERVICE CAPACITIES - Chart 2 

Capacity Low Risk
Situational

Risk
Conditional

Risk
Real Risk

Job Related Attitudes

- Meeting Established Standards ü
- Doing Things Right ü
- Attention To Procedures ü
- Meeting Schedules & Deadlines ü
- Attitude Toward Authority ü

Problem Solving Capacity

- Evaluating What To Do ü
- Attention To Concrete Detail ü
- Common Sense Thinking ü
- Intuitive Insight ü
- Overall Problem Solving ü

Personal Work Attitudes

- Role Satisfaction ü
- Flexibility & Adaptability ü
- Health/Tension Index ü
- Persistence ü
- Consistency ü
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REFLECTION ON FINDINGS 

What key strengths highlighted in the report surprised you?
What key development areas surprised you?
Who will you share the findings with (someone who knows you well)?

A: I know the kind of roles I want
In the roles you are thinking of, how will these strengths help you?
What examples do you have of where you have demonstrated these strengths?

What was the situation?
What action did you take?
What was the outcome of your actions?

Action Planning
In the roles you are looking at, what key development areas do you need to address?
What options do you have to help you address these?
What could you do?
Who could give you useful feedback on these areas?

What goals do you need to set yourself to put you in a better position to get the role you want?
What timescales do you need to set yourself to achieve these?

B: I don't know what the right role is for me
What roles are you aware of where these strengths would be useful?
If you don't know, who could you talk to; how could you find out?
What examples do you have of where you have demonstrated these strengths?

What was the situation?
What action did you take?
What was the outcome of your actions?

Action Planning
What key development areas do you need to address that would be essential for most roles?
What options do you have to help you address these?
What could you do?
Who could give you useful feedback on these areas?

What goals do you need to set yourself to put you in a better position to define and get the role you want?
What timescales do you need to set yourself to achieve these?
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STRATEGY FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

The following model for strategy building is organized around five key steps: 

1. Choose A Place To Begin
2. Set Priorities
3. Design A Path For Change
4. Make An Action Plan
5. Put The Plan To Work

STEP 1. CHOOSE A PLACE TO BEGIN 

The first step is the most critical. It represents the commitment to live with purpose, to be dedicated and 
disciplined to work toward the goals that you set for yourself, and the willingness to define yourself in 
terms of your purpose. 

Now that you've made the commitment, use the chart below as a tool for defining the remaining steps. 

STEP 2. SET PRIORITIES
• Decide What Is Important
• Make Up Your Mind What You Want
• Decide What You Are Willing To Do Or 

Give For What You Want

STEP 3. DESIGN A PATH FOR CHANGE
• Look At The Big Picture
• Find Out What You Need To Do To 

Accomplish Your Goal
• Make Certain That You Start Something 

You Can Finish

STEP 4. MAKE AN ACTION PLAN
• Set Concrete Goals
• Set A Time Table For Action Which You 

Are Willing To Follow
• Create Alternatives And Options For 

Those Times When Things Don't Work 
Out

STEP 5. PUT THE PLAN TO WORK
• Build By Taking One Step At A Time
• Keep Your Sights Set On Where You Are 

Heading
• Be Persistent But Know When To Fold

Remember That There Are Always New Beginnings 
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ACTION PLAN 

Development Area
Development 
Objective

Action Steps
Progress 
Success 
Measures

Target 
Completion 
Date

1) Persistence: (Personal Work 
Attitudes)-Real Risk/SRV-29B

2) Health/Tension Index: (Personal Work 
Attitudes)-Real Risk/SRV-28B

3) Attitude Toward Authority: (Job 
Related Attitudes)-Conditional Risk/SRV-
20C

4) Valuing Future Business: (Relating 
With Customers)-Conditional Risk/SRV-
4B

N.B
Progress Success Measures: 

• Set the expectation for gradual, realistic growth.
• Make sure they are easily visible and therefore, measurable.
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